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When you do this for the better part of ten years, you think you’ll never
find something new to say. Then you start looking through PWG show names
and realize you have no idea what you’re talking about. Worrell was a
character played by Jim Varney who appeared in a bunch of movies with his
name in the title. He died five years before this show took place and
that is the last bit of a connection that he has with anything on this
show. Let’s get to it.

I have only seen a handful of PWG shows ever so I have no idea what is
going on here storyline or character wise. Please bear with me if I miss
some major details.

Excalibur (yes of AEW, in case you thought it was another Excalibur) is
in the ring with I believe his SBS (not sure what that stands for)
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stablemate Super Dragon and talks about how great it is to be back here.
Apparently Disco Machine has been promoted to interim Commissioner of PWG
and the last time Excalibur was here, Machine suspended him for one month
without pay. That’s not good because it took money from Excalibur, while
also taking away his time in front of this audience.

Disco Machine needs to get out here RIGHT NOW and decide if he’s the
commissioner or part of SBS. Super Dragon jumps him from behind but
here’s Disco Machine to make the save. Dancing ensues and Excalibur
thanks him before Disco says they have a lot of business to take care of
in PWG. Cue Hook Bomberry and Top Gun Talwar (neither are named here as
there is no commentary) with Talwar shouting a lot. Talwar wants Disco
Machine to stop being a boss and be a wrestler again, so all four shake
hands and it’s time for an eight man tag.

Ronin/Ballard Brothers/Charles Mercury vs. Excalibur/Disco Machine/Hook
Bomberry/Top Gun Talwar

We have commentary (on the second audio channel for some reason) as Disco
strikes away at Mercury to start with a backslide getting two. Disco goes
to the armbar as commentary talks about Mercury’s issues with credit
cards (commentary isn’t exactly the highest quality here, as it seems
more like they were told to do it and aren’t quite putting in their best
effort). Mercury counters a springboard armdrag into a cross armbreaker
but Disco is out in a hurry.

They both miss dropkicks and it’s off to Bomberry vs. Shane Ballard (in
his hockey jersey ala his brother). As we hear about Shane enjoying being
verbally abused by his romantic partners due to childhood bullying
issues, Bomberry shoulders him down and follows with a bad dropkick. A
basement version to the side of the head gets two on Shane. Talwar and
Shannon come in and it’s a cheap shot from Ronin to annoy Talwar in a
hurry. Everything breaks down and it’s a quadruple bite (fingers and
boots) to Shannon. I’m not sure what good it does to bite someone’s boot
but Excalibur never struck me as all that bright.

Talwar and Shannon trade shoulders for one each, followed by exchanges of
hiptosses and armdrags until Talwar misses another armdrag. They roll



around for some quick rollups each and they’re so dizzy that they can’t
stand up. Talwar collapses onto Shannon’s crotch so it’s off to Excalibur
vs. Ronin. One of the fans doesn’t like Excalibur so we stop for him to
be upset.

Excalibur hits a dropkick and running shoulder, followed by some jumping
knees to the chest. A forearm to the face puts Excalibur down though and
the Brothers come in for a double Russian legsweep. As commentary debates
the merits of going to Russia, Ronin splashes Excalibur in the corner and
Mercury clears the good guys off the apron. Shannon charges into a boot
in the corner but comes back with a DDT for two. Excalibur gets in a big
boot and a cubic zirconium cutter for the hot tag off to Disco as
everything breaks down.

The good guys clear the ring and load up a series of dives, with Disco
and Excalibur missing, Bomberry getting kicked out of the air, and Talwar
landing on the apron. Call that a rather mixed bag I guess. Mercury and
Bomberry chop it out at ringside with Mercury sending him face first into
a chair. Back in and Ronin’s powerslam is countered into a reverse DDT
from Talwar for two with Mercury making a save. A DDT gets two on Talwar
with Excalibur making a diving save. We hit the parade of secondary
finishers for some near falls and Talwar turns on Disco, setting up a
Whirling Dervish from Shane for the pin at 13:54.

Rating: C-. This could have been a lot worse, though it still
wasn’t exactly must see. They had a good amount of action, but
it is rather clear that these guys don’t have the most
extensive training outside of the fast paced indy style. I get
why that kind of wrestling is popular, but the lack of almost
anything else can get a little tiresome. Odds are that is
going to be the case throughout the show, though maybe some of
the others can be a little more seasoned.

Post match we’re clipped (doesn’t seem long) to Bomberry and
Talwar beating down Disco and Excalibur. Talwar grabs the mic
and shouts about stealing some titles….and injecting them into
himself? Disco tries to fight back but the numbers get the
better of him. Excalibur gets the same treatment, though



points for at least trying. Disco gets up again and fights
Talwar to the back.

Ricky Reyes vs. Chris Sabin

Reyes was part of the Havana Pitbulls in ROH and I’m pretty
sure you know Sabin, who is making his company debut. They
fight over wrist control to start and trade some flippy
escapes. Excalibur dubs Reyes as the Tito Santana of PWG,
which isn’t something I’m going to take lightly. Reyes grabs a
headlock takeover as commentary talks about how Reyes can
scout Sabin because Sabin is a regular on Impact. Fair point
actually.

Sabin spins out of a double legsweep and gets two off a
rollup, sending the fans into quite the applause over a
standoff. Sabin forearms away in the corner and snaps off a
hurricanrana to send Reyes outside. Naturally that means a
suicide dive (indy show requirement) for two back inside but
Reyes gets in a poke to the eye. A backbreaker gives Reyes two
and he drops a knee to the chest. There’s an elbow to the face
for two more and Reyes drops Sabin again for daring a sunset
flip.

A loud kick to the back gets another near fall and it’s time
to yell at the referee. Sabin uses the breather to come back
with an elbow to the face as Excalibur talks about his love
life declining. As a result, Sabin gave him some tips from the
Kama Sutra. You can tell how professional this stuff is here
people. Sabin comes off the top with a big diving DDT for his
own two but the Cradle Shock is broken up.

Reyes grabs a bridging northern lights suplex for another near
fall and they’re both down. Sabin manages an enziguri into a
running diving powerbomb for a rather close two. A tornado DDT
plants Sabin to give Reyes another near fall and it’s time for
more kicks. Sabin shrugs them off and hits the Cradle Shock
for the quick pin at 9:46.



Rating: C. I liked this one a bit more than the opener as it
was a more grounded match that let them set things up a lot
better. Granted the lack of six more wrestlers and an angle
might have had something to do with that. Sabin is always
worth a glance and Reyes has done some rather decent stuff in
his own right so I’m not surprised that they had a nice match
here.

Los Luchas vs. Human Tornado/Scorpio Sky

Tornado, with Dino Winwood, is replacing Sky’s regular partner
Quicksilver, as the team is having some issues. Los Luchas
(Zokre and Phoenix Star) have been around for the better part
of ever. Zokre and Sky start things off as Excalibur talks
about how he has been accused of being racist against
Mexicans. With that out of the way, they trade armdrags and
it’s off to Star for a dropkick to put Sky on the floor.
Tornado comes in and gets springboard armdragged to the floor.

Zokre comes in for some miscommunication, followed by a
headscissors. Sky is back in to pull Star out of the air into
a Fujiwara armbar. Zokre kneebars Tornado at the same time but
both holds are released. Sky sends Zokre outside and hits a
running knee for two on Star. It’s Star being taken into the
corner for a hiptoss backbreaker from Tornado. The chinlock
(not a headlock Excalibur) goes on before it’s back to Sky for
two off a dropkick. Star gets in a kick to the head though and
it’s back to Zokre to pick up the pace.

A jumping knee to the chest drops Sky but Tornado avoids a
rolling splash in the corner. Everything breaks down and Star
does a handstand in the corner, leaving Sky and Tornado a
little confused. Tornado walks over and pokes Star in the eye
though, sending him down into a low blow on Zokre. Points for
keeping it simple. Sky backbreakers Star and we hit the
dancing for a bit. Zokre is back up with a middle rope double
Blockbuster and everyone is down.



A surfboard to Tornado sets up a reverse Angle Slam from Star
for two. Star spears Sky down for two more with Tornado making
the save and sending Zokre outside. We settle back down to
Tornado vs. Star, the latter of whom elbows the heck out of
Tornado. A low blow has no effect on Tornado (it’s a thing
with him) as everything breaks down again. Zokre breaks up
Sky’s springboard and Star takes him out with a big dive.

Tornado takes them both down with a big flip dive and Zokre
teases his own but bounces off the ropes instead. That leaves
Sky to hit him with a twisting backbreaker, followed by a big
dive of his own. Sky misses a frog splash though and everyone
is back in. The Luchas tease stereo springboards but Zokre
drops to the apron instead, leaving Star to hit a springboard
flipping legdrop on Sky instead. Tornado breaks up Zokre’s
dive but gets sent outside. That leaves the Luchas to hit a
top rope Lionsault/springboard Swanton to finish Sky at 11:52.

Rating: C. That ending was rather sloppy and they didn’t
exactly hide what happened. It was a fine enough spotfest
match other than that but nothing that hasn’t been done
better. Sky wasn’t standing out as much as he would later,
though this wasn’t the kind of place for him to stand out.
Fine enough match, but nothing that hasn’t been done better
elsewhere.

Christopher Daniels vs. AJ Styles vs. El Generico vs. Kevin
Steen

One fall to a finish for the #1 contendership for the World
Title later tonight (the schedule had to be changed as
original #1 contender Tony Stradlin was signed by WWE, where
he never got out of developmental). Steen is better known as
Kevin Owens and Generico is someone who knows Sami Zayn.
Daniels gets a heck of a reception during the Big Match Intros
and Styles’ isn’t that far behind. The MR. WRESTLING (Steen)
chants start up after the bell as the fans are rather fickle
here.



Steen (who is SKINNY here, as well as incredibly young) and
Generico start things off and we actually have tags in a bit
of a surprise. After a minute and a half of standing around,
Steen takes Generico down with a front facelock. That’s
reversed into a Fujiwara armbar as Excalibur talks about how
he doesn’t like Generico that much. Steen switches to a
headlock as Excalibur talks about loving astronomy and
cooking, which somehow ties into Generico speaking French and
Spanish but not English.

Generico armdrags Steen into the corner and it’s off to
Daniels vs. Styles. That sends Daniels straight to the floor
because he doesn’t want Styles just yet. So we can keep things
moving, Styles tags Generico, who armdrags Daniels into an
armbar. That lets Excalibur talk about NBA players using
armdrags and the armbarring continues. Daniels chops his way
out as Excalibur moves on to insulting all of Mexico, plus
questioning how a luchador can be so pale.

Generico gets over to Styles for another tag so Daniels brings
Steen back in. Styles slaps Steen in the face for offering a
handshake (jerk) and headlocks him over. Now commentary has
moved on to discussing Canadian television as Steen fights up,
only to get caught in some armdrags. Back up and it’s off to
Generico, who gets pulled into the corner so Daniels can keep
him in trouble. Daniels even decks Steen, because Daniels
isn’t that nice. It’s back to Steen for two off a snap suplex
but Generico grabs a bridging northern lights suplex for two
of his own.

Steen takes Generico down again and hands it back to AJ for a
kick to the face/mask area. Generico blocks a suplex attempt
so AJ goes with the always great drop down into the dropkick
for two more. AJ goes Nexus with a McGillicutter but Daniels
tags himself in and gets the two count. We hit the chinlock
with a knee in the back as Excalibur wraps up a two minute
story about sending his dad a picture of AJ’s dropkick.
Daniels drags Generico over to the corner so Steen tags



himself in and unloads on Daniels to even the score from
earlier. Steen grabs a chinlock with a knee in the back as the
fans chant for Daniels again.

The regular chinlock goes on for a bit until Daniels elbows
his way to freedom. A double clothesline drops both of them
and it’s Steen bringing in AJ, with Generico nowhere to be
seen. AJ unloads on Daniels with clotheslines and a spinwheel
kick, followed by a neckbreaker for two. Daniels is back with
a Blue Thunder Bomb for two of his own but the moonsault out
of the corner into the reverse DDT puts Daniels down again.

Steen comes in for the save and gets belly to back faceplanted
for two more. Daniels is back in with an Iconoclasm for two on
Styles with Steen making the save this time as the tagging has
been dropped. AJ sends Daniels to the floor and hits a big
dive as Generico comes back in. Steen teases his own dive….and
then covers Generico for the pin and the title shot at 21:19.

Rating: B. This was the first match that felt like a big deal
and I can give you four guesses why that was the case. As you
might have expected, AJ feels like the biggest and most
polished star of the match, though Daniels wasn’t far behind.
Good match here though and Steen doing the logical thing to
take the pin is very fitting for him, even back then.

Next up is the Tag Team Title match but the champs, Arrogance
(Scott Lost/Chris Bosh) have something to say. Before we can
get to that though, the fans tell Kazarian that he’s the
coolest. Kazarian is ready to introduce his mystery partner
but Lost needs to announce that ROBOCOP will be here in two
weeks (at the venue, not a PWG show). Bosh: “I LOVE ROBOCOP!”

Hold on though as Bosh needs to go to the floor and insult all
of the different races in the crowd (seriously), including
saying “and we also have our white people!”. Lost gets back in
the ring and says Kazarian’s real name is…..Snake Duncan?
Apparently he’s going to WWE and they’ll join him there



someday. Kazarian says he knows Arrogance likes movie
references, so Kazarian references Bosh’s mother having, ahem,
relations with various races in HER movies. With that, it’s
time to meet Kazarian’s partner.

Tag Team Titles: Arrogance vs. Frankie Kazarian/Joey Ryan

Kazarian and Ryan, the latter dubbed the Homeless Vagabond,
are challenging with Ryan making a big return. Before we’re
ready to go, Bosh gets in an argument with a mentally
challenged fan in the crowd, allowing Excalibur to make fat
jokes about Ryan. Bosh steals a large fan’s chair (off camera)
as we await the opening bell. Arrogance can’t decide who
starts and the referee is getting fed up of this, so
commentary makes fun of El Generico.

It’s a brawl to start with Lost spearing Bosh by mistake. Lost
gets sent into Bosh in the corner and Kazarian adds a corner
dropkick for a bonus. The slingshot dive hits Lost as Ryan
seems content to stand on the apron and applaud. Ryan comes in
and Lost (Ryan’s former partner) bails in a hurry so Ryan
hurricanranas Bosh instead. Bosh gets chopped over and over in
the corner and Kazarian’s running neckbreaker gets two.

A missed charge in the corner lets Bosh stomp Kazarian down
and Lost comes in to punch Kazarian in the face (as per Bosh’s
instructions). Lost’s leg lariat gets two (Bosh: “Good s***.”)
and Bosh comes back in, mocks Kazarian’s springboards, and
forearms him in the back. A clothesline drives Kazarian’s back
onto Lost’s raised knees for no cover, as it’s time to choke
on the rope instead. Some loud laughter sets up another
forearm to the back, followed by a Tarantula from Bosh.

Lost gets in a rather blatant low blow, as DQ’s apparently
don’t count around here. A Stinger Splash (or close to one)
connects for Bosh but Kazarian gets in a spinning sunset bomb
to get a much needed breather. Ryan comes in and low blows
Bosh’s top rope dive out of the air but Lost runs away from



the Ryan threat. Lost tries a cheap shot to no effect and it’s
Ryan cleaning house on both champs. A slam puts Lost onto Bosh
and Kazarian hits a top rope legdrop onto both of them.

It’s back to Kazarian, as Ryan is fine with watching him fight
both champs at once. I’m starting to think he’s not the best
partner. A Stunner stuns Kazarian into a Rock Bottom into a
backbreaker for two. Kazarian is back up with a twisting
DDT/swinging Downward Spiral, allowing the tag off to Ryan.
Some rolling German suplexes put Bosh down and a fisherman’s
suplex gets two. Lost kicks Ryan off the top but Kazarian does
the same to Bosh, with the latter falling out to the floor.

Lost dropkicks Kazarian but grabs his knee and falls out to
the floor with the referee checking on him. Ryan uses the
distraction to grab a chair, which Kazarian takes away in a
hurry. Bosh knocks them into each other and BLASTS Ryan in the
head with said chair. Since Ryan is who he is, he flicks his
head up to check where everything is (of course) and Bosh
comes in to get the easy pin to retain at 13:15.

Rating: C+. Ryan looking up at the end made me laugh quite a
bit because even when he’s just a guy in tights, he has to do
something to take away the realism. The match was fine enough,
but it wasn’t anything that hasn’t been done better. Maybe
knowing and seeing more of the backstory would help, but Ryan
was just a guy in tights here, which I’ll take over the more
famous persona. Just….stop doing stupid stuff.

Post match Kazarian and some trainers check on Ryan. The fans
give Ryan an ovation….and he kicks Kazarian low. Excalibur
tries to come in and gets shoved away, so here’s Arrogance to
stomp on Kazarian as well. A failed save attempt earns
Excalibur his own beating and Ryan grabs the mic. Ryan says
Kazarian expects him to be the good guy, and where did that
get him? He’s been on his couch eating generic knockoff
Cheetos for the last month.



Trying to please the people does him no good because Kazarian
cost him a chance to become a champion. The worst thing the
people did was like him more than they liked Scott Lost. That
caused the problems between Ryan and Lost, who is Ryan’s best
friend. The fans don’t think much of the best friend deal and
it’s even worse when Ryan apologizes to Lost. Ryan and Lost
hug but Kazarian runs back in to chase them off. Not a bad
post match angle.

PWG World Title: Super Dragon vs. Kevin Steen

Steen is challenging and jumps Dragon from behind during the
entrances. Dragon’s robe is thrown down and Steen tosses him
into the chairs. They get inside with Steen hitting a
spinwheel kick but it’s too early for the package piledriver.
Super Dragon can’t hit a curb stomp but can get a figure four
necklock to slow Steen down. A basement dropkick gives Dragon
two and some Kawada kicks make it worse.

Dragon grabs a full nelson with his legs, meaning some kicks
to the back of the head can rock Steen again. A snapmare gets
one on Steen (probably because it was a snapmare) and he grabs
the rope to block a Psycho Driver (whatever that is). Dragon
sends him outside but misses a flipping suicide dive for a
NASTY crash (with the good visual of the fans spreading away).
Steen is glad to capitalize on Dragon’s banged up knee but he
needs to yell at a fan too.

More yelling at another fan lets Dragon remember what planet
he’s on before Steen throws him back in. A missile dropkick
gets two on Dragon and Steen puts on his own leg full nelson
with kicks to the head. Steen slams him down but stops to yell
at the fans again. That means a rather delayed two, followed
by a neckbreaker onto the knee for the same. We hit the
choking, as Steen is looking great as the cocky heel here. A
flipping legdrop gives Steen two more as Excalibur talks about
going to a Detroit Pistons game and knee braces called can
openers.



Dragon misses a rolling kick into the corner and bangs up the
knee all over again. Steen takes too much time AGAIN though
and now the rolling kick knocks him out to the floor. The
running flip dive connects this time and they’re both down on
the floor. Back in and Dragon hits a jumping stomp to the
ribs, setting up the curb stomp. The fans want another one but
Steen reverses into a small package for two. Another curb
stomp gives Dragon two and a top rope backsplash gets the
same.

Dragon misses a Cannonball though and Steen hits a great
looking moonsault for his own near fall. Excalibur chokes on
some water as the dueling chants begin. Steen grabs a
slingshot Downward Spiral for a very close two, meaning it’s
time for the package piledriver. A quick hurricanrana into a
clothesline gives Dragon his own two and they’re both down
again.

It’s Dragon up first to miss a top rope stomp, allowing Steen
to grab a fisherman’s buster for the next near fall. Steen
hits his own curb stomp and a heck of a package piledriver
gets two more. That’s the kickout that lets you know Steen
isn’t winning, even as Dragon rolls outside. Back in and Steen
tries the Psycho Driver (it starts with a torture rack) but
Dragon slips out and grabs his own package piledriver to
retain at 18:16.

Rating: B. The match was good action with some solid near
falls, but at the same time there was very little feeling that
Steen was going to win the title. Once Dragon kicked out of
the package piledriver, there was no chance whatsoever and it
showed badly. Still though, good main event indeed with Steen
as a great heel, even though it’s weird seeing a heel coming
in at a disadvantage after wrestling a long match earlier
tonight.

We’re off the air less than fifteen seconds after the bell and
with Excalibur in mid-sentence.



Before we wrap things up, the DVD also includes a set of
promos from after (or maybe during) the show.

Excalibur and Disco Machine are furious about their loss but
they have fixed their burned bridges. Now Top Gun Talwar and
Hook Bomberry have burned their own bridges. Ronin comes in
and says they were having a good match and shakes Excalibur’s
hand. Excalibur talks about how that is the kind of
sportsmanship you want in a professional wrestler. Not
anabolic steroids like in Talwar and Bomberry. That’s more
fire than I’ve ever heard from Excalibur and it wasn’t bad.

Chris Sabin talks about coming to California and he’s made a
name for himself everywhere else. Tonight, he showed why he’s
better than everyone else, but that was just step one.

Talwar and Bomberry want to go to Tijuana, kill a hooker, and
do cocaine off of her body. Steroids are discussed and
apparently Talwar has absorbed title belts. This place is
weird. Talwar: “I’m on steroids! I do cocaine! I f***
hookers!”

Joey Ryan talks about how he used to come here every month and
wrestle but his fans stole everything from him. They always
wanted him to be a nice guy but nice guys finish last. Where
did any of that get him? It got him on the shelf for six
months.

Chris Bosh and Scott Lost ask for some silence for their shoot
interview. Their guest is the handicapped fan from earlier,
who explains that he is very smart. He has spent a lot of time
online learning about the independent wrestling scene. Bosh
doesn’t think much of him so they yell at each other a lot.

The fan turns his back over threats of Bosh exposing himself
but is told to sit down. He flips both of them off quite a bit
over his DVD choices and then ask him about ask him about his,
shall we say, size. The fan lists off various sex acts in
regards to Lost and then shouts that Bosh is horny, over and



over again. He then howls and leaves to wrap things up.

Overall Rating: B-. One of the criticisms that you hear about
PWG is the lack of storylines but that wasn’t the case here at
all, with more than enough to keep me into the show and
knowing what was going on. That being said, a lot of the
wrestling was just ok with the four way and main event being
good enough to see. It’s a good enough show and at just a
shade over two hours, it’s not something you can complain
about all that much. Granted your Ernest tastes may vary, but
overall, not bad at all and I could go for more of the
company.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up the
paperback edition of KB’s Complete 2004 Monday Night Raw
Reviews (also available as an e-book) from Amazon. Check out
the information here:

http://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2019/08/26/new-book-and-e-book-k
bs-complete-2004-monday-night-raw-reviews/

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

